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About This Game

Creepy bugs everywhere! Use your attack troopers, wits and reflexes to conquer the Evil Bug Queen before she traps you in a
never-ending B-movie nightmare!
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Very fun but extremely easy, even on the hardest difficulty. I have also encountered a few bugs that don't disappear when killed
and one bug that was invincible. In the hardest endless mode challenge I can sit there without getting damaged until the game
crashes or until I get bored and let the bugs kill me. Please add a new difficulty where the bugs come a bit faster and faster..
10/10 Wow! What a great game. Just when I was getting sick of TD and wave shooters comes something truly unique. This is
scary as hell and a LOT of fun.. THEY'RE COMMIN OUT OF THE WALLS MAN! Sorry. bug-hunt flashbacks. Now, at first
glance this game seems cheesy, cheap and probably more of a gimmick than anything else. (At least, that's what I thought after a
hard day before grabbing this on sale) After ten minutes, you're too busy reeling in boxes urgently praying for more nails so you
can shoot these insect invaders before they **** your face! I had forgotten all previous misgivings and am now taking a well-
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deserved break to calm my trigger finger before diving back in! The simple premise gives you most of the gameplay in the first
level, but you will quickly learn that you need to strategise, plan and think on your. well, not feet as such, but whatever you're
stuck by in the vent you've fallen into. The crafting has me hoping that I can make one more grenade to take out just one more
nest. Wait, if I make a gas bomb here, I can use a hot-shot over there to take out. Yep, it's a wild rush as only VR can deliver..
Everything advertised. Good fun, at a good price.. Neat defence game where you have tools to defend yourself against bugs. The
game runs smooth and looks alright with SS at 2.0. A little short, the campaign will last about 1.5-2 hours or so and then there's
an endless mode if you want more. Not too bad for $10 but I'd wait for a sale.. Was enjoyable, needs updates.. Neat defence
game where you have tools to defend yourself against bugs. The game runs smooth and looks alright with SS at 2.0. A little
short, the campaign will last about 1.5-2 hours or so and then there's an endless mode if you want more. Not too bad for $10 but
I'd wait for a sale.. Tower Defence at it's deviant best, and the tower, is your face! Domo Arigato Mr. Roboto! Loot boxes never
felt so valuable. Add 2 points if you've ever been bitten on the face by a bug, and another 5 if you have arachnophobia.. Very
fun but extremely easy, even on the hardest difficulty. I have also encountered a few bugs that don't disappear when killed and
one bug that was invincible. In the hardest endless mode challenge I can sit there without getting damaged until the game crashes
or until I get bored and let the bugs kill me. Please add a new difficulty where the bugs come a bit faster and faster.. I finished
the main mode in 1.9 hours. There were a few crashes in that time. Mildly entertaining. Probably not a ton of replay value but I
haven't tried the infinite mode on the harder difficulty yet. Seems like there could have been potential to keep going with
additional items and enemies if the developers had the desire to add some more content.
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